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External and investor context
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External context – an evolving picture

TCFD disclosure required for
UK premium-listed
companies for accounting
periods from 1 Jan 2021
(first disclosures Dec y/e
2021)

TCFD – Four pillars of disclosure

c.60%
of FTSE 100 companies have
committed or are in the
processing of setting
Science-Based Targets

c.15%
of FTSE 100 companies
have committed to a
‘Say on climate’ vote

c.50%
of FTSE 100 companies have
an ESG or sustainability
committee
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Investor landscape

“Where companies are incorporating the management of material ESG risks and
opportunities into their long-term strategy, the Remuneration Committees should be
incorporating the management of these material ESG risks as performance conditions
in the company’s variable remuneration.” IA letter to RemCo chairs, November 2021

Increasing proxy
focus on ESG
metrics –
quantifiable and
material?

‘Voting issue’ –
looking ahead?

“ESG performance conditions may be used but targets should be material to the business
and quantifiable.” ISS guidelines, December 2021

“Glass Lewis does not require the inclusion of ESG metrics in incentive plans and notes
that not all remuneration schemes lend themselves to the inclusion of E&S metrics.”
Glass Lewis, November 2021

Where companies elect to use ESG-related criteria in plans, the metrics should be aligned
with a company’s strategy and business model, and targets should be as rigorous as other
financial or operational targets. Blackrock, January 2022

AllianzGI and Cevian raise pressure over linking
pay to climate goals Financial Times, February 2022

Executive Pay Tied to ESG Goals Grows as
Investors Demand Action Bloomberg, March 2022

“Existing bonus and long-term targets that are fundamentally at odds with sustainability
commitments should be retired.” Aviva Investors CEO letter to Chairs, January 2022
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Global momentum…ESG in incentive plans
A global trend - % of ESG metrics in incentive plans
80%
77%

60%

US / Continental Europe - Greater focus on ‘social’
measures in annual bonus to date – emerging focus on
climate and environment metrics

UK - Significant shift towards climate
metrics in both annual bonus and LTIP
in last 12-18 months

40%

60%

45%
37%

20%

19%

5%

0%

Annual bonus

LTIP

Annual bonus

FTSE100

Carbon emissions

36%
17%

Employee engagement
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12%

8%

US S&P 500

UK FTSE 100 – LTIP (Top 5 metrics) % of FTSE 100
37%

D&I

LTIP
US S&P 500

Europe Top 100

UK FTSE 100 – Annual bonus (Top 5 metrics) % of FTSE 100

Risk management

Annual bonus

Europe Top 100

UK FTSE 100

Health & Safety

LTIP

Carbon emissions

29%

D&I

14%

Energy reduction/ renewables

8%

Risk management

8%

Waste & recycling

5%
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ESG in incentive plans – guiding principles
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ESG in incentive plans
Guiding principles
1

Develop ESG strategy

Wider ESG strategy developed,
with clearly stated ambition and
milestones.

Link to executive
incentive plans

4
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Management
information developed
which allows for
meaningful reporting
against ESG strategy
and supports decision
making.

Identify KPIs that link
executive reward with
material elements of
ESG strategy. Consider
appropriate timeframe
– e.g. one year, three
year and incentive
design.

Link to all
employee reward?
Develop KPIs / evolve
the reward framework
so that it allows
performance against
ESG metrics to be
embedded into the
reward / performance
management
framework for all
employees

2 2 Develop management
information

5
Monitor and evolve
ESG metrics
Continuous
development/review of
ESG metrics to ensure
they remain material to
strategy, relevant and
ambitious.

6

Set governance
framework
Ensure appropriate
interaction / process
between the
Remuneration
Committee and other
Committees (e.g.
Sustainability / Audit /
Risk) to allow for
informed decision
making
Financial Services Tax Conference
2022, Deloitte LLP.
www.deloitteacademy.co.uk
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‘Deep dive’ – climate metrics in incentive plans
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Climate in incentive plans
Common metrics

Input

Output

Carbon emissions intensity
(%)

Commentary

Market practice

Measurement

Scope 1 and 2 emissions
-

-

Absolute emissions
(tCO2e)

-

Efficiency metric

-

% intensity (Scope 1 & 2
÷ KPI e.g. revenue/
profit/customers)

-

Absolute emissions (tCO2e)

-

% reduction from baseline

Examples in annual
bonus and LTIP - c.20%
of climate metrics

-

% reduction from baseline

-

✓

Most common climate
metric in annual bonus
and LTIP

Aligned to TCFD reporting

✓

Transparent and
supported by investors

✓

Increasingly science-based
targets
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Scope 3 emissions

-

May include absolute
emissions underpin

-

Efficiency metric v
overall emissions

-

Typically included where
a reported KPI – e.g.
airline CO2 per
passenger

Relatively uncommon but
increasing focus –examples
in retail and mining

-

Include element of Scope 3
e.g. where measurement
available?

-

Most material impact for
majority of companies.

-

Some companies indicate
they will incorporate under
incentives at a future date
as measurement approach
develops.

Energy reduction/renewables

Climate governance / other

-

Energy usage % reduction

✓

-

% energy from renewable
sources

-

Electric vehicle transition

Varied metrics – e.g.
roadmap
development, SBTi
approval, Scope 3
initiatives

-

Typically part of climate
scorecard

-

Common in annual
bonus as part of
climate scorecard

-

Consider renewable
energy / electric vehicle
availability and time
horizons for transition

-

Increasing focus by
proxy agencies –
ensure quantifiable
and clear link to wider
ESG strategy.

www.deloitteacademy.co.uk
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‘Deep dive’ – climate metrics
Annual bonus plans
c.35% of FTSE 100
companies include climate
metrics in annual bonus

Increasing prevalence of
climate as standalone
element

Common approach –
2 to 3 climate
metrics/KPIs

FTSE 100 – climate metrics in annual bonus (where disclosed)
Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Median weighting – 10%

2022 proxy insights…
“…it is questionable whether pay related to climate should be
based on relatively subjective criteria such as improving climaterelated governance [..]. Some investors may prefer a simpler
and clearer approach, such as basing climate-related pay on
straightforward (and rigorous) emissions reduction targets.”
ISS 2022 (FTSE 100 proxy report)

Climate governance (e.g. roadmap development)
Carbon emissions intensity
Energy reduction / renewables
Green financing
Carbon emissions intensity (portfolio/assets)
Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions
Developing Scope 3 SBTi target

Input

The Deloitte Academy

Increasingly output-based measures
(e.g. Scope 1 and 2, carbon intensity)

“..the Company has incorporated ESG performance criteria
under the [strategic] element of the bonus. Quantifiable targets
may be more appropriate to provide shareholders with a clear
link between performance achieved and pay outcomes. [..] As
such, disclosure and outcomes under the annual bonus will be
kept under review” ISS 2022 (FTSE 100 proxy report)

Output
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‘Deep dive’ – climate metrics
Case studies – annual bonus
ISS commentary: “10% of the bonus pivots on non-financial targets. The
disclosure on non-financial targets is quantitative in nature, which is
positive: investors expect non-financial targets, and achievement
against them, to be presented in concrete, measurable terms.”
Discretion / cap applied to reflect external
factors (e.g. COVID-related office closures)

Clear link to TCFD
reported metrics
and targets

Clear link
to Group
KPI

Discretion applied to reflect external
factors (e.g. COVID-related)

“The final outcome on our carbon emissions measure was a 57% reduction on our baseline. However, this
included the positive impact of Covid-19 as a result of increased homeworking and reduced vehicle usage.
For scorecard purposes we used the underlying figure of 53%, which was between target and stretch.”
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‘Deep dive’ – climate metrics
LTIP

c.30% of FTSE 100 include
climate metric under LTIP

Typically output-based
single metric (e.g. Scope 1
and 2, carbon intensity)

Median weighting 15%

Wide range of sectors

FTSE 100 – climate metrics in LTIP (where disclosed)
Scope 1 and 2 emissions

Carbon emissions intensity
Other (e.g. green financing, strategic
transition)

Excluding
carbon
offsets?

% reduction
from baseline
v absolute
emissions

Adjustments/
M&A activity

Renewable energy

Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

The Deloitte Academy
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‘Deep dive’ – climate metrics
LTIP – case studies

Clear link to
Ambition Zero
Carbon target
Change to express targets as
ktCO2e ‘rather than % change
from our 2015 baseline to be
‘more transparent and
understandable’

“10% is governed by climate targets:
these are expressed in simple,
quantifiable terms (tonnes of CO2
emissions).” ISS proxy report 2022
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Other ESG metrics
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‘Deep dive’ – D&I metrics
Annual bonus and LTIP
c.35% FTSE 100 – annual
bonus
c.10% FTSE 100 - LTIP

Typically part of ESG
scorecard / personal
objectives

D&I metrics in the FTSE 100
(annual bonus - approach)

D&I metric
(where disclosed)

Part of
ESG/People
scorecard
42%

Underpin
5% Standalone
measure
14%

Part of
individual
measures
39%

Gender

Output metrics - examples
•

% representation in senior
leadership (global or by region)

•

% representation in workforce
(global or by region)

Input metrics - examples
•

Development of D&I strategy /
action plan

•

Diversity profile completion rates

•

D&I training and initiatives

•

Reduce gender and ethnicity pay
gaps

•

External partnerships and
sponsorships

•

Inclusion survey rating
(independent assessment %)

•

Creation of Diversity & Equality
Council

Gender and ethnicity
Bonus

The Deloitte Academy

Increased proxy focus in
this area?

“While diversity in senior roles is
important, not all investors believe it
appropriate to base executive pay on
such conditions, instead considering it
part of the 'day' job.”
ISS 2022 (FTSE 100 proxy report)

LTIP

Assess against wider D&I KPIs? (e.g. recruitment pipeline, turnover)

www.deloitteacademy.co.uk
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‘Deep dive’ – D&I metrics
Case studies
LTIP - 12.5% weighting – D&I

Annual bonus (5% weighting) – D&I – pipeline and leadership

• FY22 PSP award is based on the following basket of diversity and inclusion
measures:
• Proportion of women employees in Group being 40%
• Proportion of leadership who are women being 38%
• Proportion of BAME employees in Group being 14%
• Proportion of leadership who are BAME being 10%
Threshold based on diverse
representation in talent pipeline.
Target/max for threshold +
representation in leadership roles.
Prospective disclosure of targets.

• The pay-out will be determined in the round taking into account progress
against key objectives, considering how performance has been achieved as
well as what has been achieved

Targets set for specific management / senior leadership
populations and groups

The Deloitte Academy

LTIP - part of 20% strategic indicators weighting
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Other ESG metrics

% sales from
sustainable
products

The Deloitte Academy

ESG index
ratings?

Biodiversity
(waste, water
and land)
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Considering out-turns

Assessing outturns and
wider ESG
performance

Link to ESG
committee?

Assurance and
verification

e.g. health & safety,
fatalities

The Deloitte Academy
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ESG assurance – Stephen Farrell
“…the ESG reporting landscape is rapidly moving toward globally-harmonised disclosure
standards. Businesses need to get ready for reporting on sustainability matters to the same
level of quality and rigour as financial information.” Veronica Poole, Vice Chair, Deloitte
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The Global Sustainability & Climate Reporting Landscape
Summary of key requirements and alignment opportunities
Market infrastructure to establish global baseline
SEC

Section

• Identification of board committee responsible for the
oversight of climate-related risks, expertise in climate
• Process by which management informed about and
monitor climate-related risks

ISSB

CSRD

• The reflection of risks and opportunities within the board
mandates and policies
• Climate-related remuneration policies

• Role of governance bodies
• Sustainability policies

• Identified climate-related risks and opportunities
• Description of climate risk management

• Percentage/amount of assets aligned with climaterelated opportunities
• Percentage/amount of assets vulnerable to physical and
transitional risks

• Identification of sustainability risks and their
management
• Description of due diligence process, adverse
value chain impacts and remediation actions

• Scope 1, 2, and 3 GHG emissions required

GHG
Emissions

• Scope 1 & 2 GHG emissions required
• Scope 3 GHG emissions if material or Scope 3 target
• Gross emissions (before consideration of any
purchased or generated offsets) (1) disaggregated by
each GHG and (2) on an aggregated basis by CO2e.
• GHG emissions intensity

• Scope 1, 2, and 3 GHG emissions required, and
any material change to methodology
• Breakdown of Scope 3 from upstream,
downstream, transportation, travel, etc.

Not explicitly required or recommended

Assurance

• Limited assurance during a phase-in, followed by
reasonable assurance over Scope 1 & 2 GHG emissions
• Financial Statement audit & ICFR over Financial
Statement Impact Metrics

• Limited assurance required, with commitment
to move towards reasonable assurance over
time

For climate-related events & transition activities:
• Financial impact metrics
• Expenditure metrics
• Discussion of the impact on financial estimates and
assumptions

• Less specific financial metric disclosure. Covers financial
impact from climate-related events and mitigation efforts.
Focused on projected change over time

• Financial effect for physical and transition risks

Financial
Statement
Metrics

Climate

• Disclosure on use of carbon offsets
• Disclosure required over any interim targets set

• Further detail on mitigation targets
• Whether a target was set using a sectoral decarbonization
approach
• Use of industry-based metrics

• Sustainability goals and progress in line with
objectives

Governance

Climate Risks &
Opportunities

Targets &

Copyright
© 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Other Metrics

Deere & Company: ESG Landscape and Insights
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The Deloitte Academy events programme
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The Deloitte Academy
Upcoming events
Your Role as a Charitable Trustee: Latest developments and challenges in relation to narrative reporting in the Trustees Report
Tuesday, 17 May 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
The Metaverse on the board’s agenda: What is all the buzz about?
Tuesday, 17 May 2022 – 13.00-14.00
Register here
Leaders As Change Agents Employer & Employee Guide – Repeat
Wednesday, 18 May 2022 – 08.30-09.30
Register here
Accelerating the pipeline to create a diverse and inclusive board
Wednesday, 18 May 2022 – 16.30-17.45
Register here
Technology, Media, and Telecommunications Predictions 2022: The legal implications
Thursday, 19 May 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Deloitte Global Boardroom Webinar: Technology and the Board
Thursday, 19 May 2022 – 16.00-17.00
Register here
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The Deloitte Academy
Upcoming events
Investment Management and Wealth: NED Briefing
Wednesday, 25 May 2022 – 08.30-09.30
Register here
Building a sustainable “climate aware” workforce
Wednesday, 25 May 2022 – 10.00-11.00
Register here
The Future of Globalisation
Thursday, 26 May 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Banking and Capital Markets: NED Briefing
Tuesday, 7 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Audit Committee Update
Tuesday, 14 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
UK Trade & Policy with Anne-Marie Trevelyan MP
Wednesday, 15 June 2022 – 08.30-09.30
Register here
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The Deloitte Academy
Upcoming events
Remuneration Committee Update
Thursday, 16 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Reducing carbon emissions in your value chain: The challenge of Scope 3 emissions
Tuesday, 21 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Deloitte Global Boardroom Webinar: Chair of the Future
Tuesday, 21 June 2022 – 16:00-17:00
Register here
IT controls and Global Survey on Board's role in Tech
Wednesday, 22 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Economic Crime: Public and private sector collaboration
Thursday, 23 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Board Director Update
Tuesday, 28 June 2022 – 08.30-10.30
Register here
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The Deloitte Academy
Upcoming events
The Quarter Ahead
Wednesday, 29 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Datanomics: The value of data
Tuesday, 5 July 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Board Director Update - Repeat
Wednesday, 6 July 2022 – 08.30-10.30
Register here
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